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A monoid presented by a single relation has elements 21 of finite order if 
and only if the presentation is <X; pm@ = pnp’>, where p is a primitive word 
in the free monoid on X and p’ is a left factor of p. The word problem and the 
divisibility problems are shown to be solvable. Also necessary and sufficient 
conditions for residual finiteness are given. 
Due to the fact that they appear as PoincarC groups of certain topological 
spaces, one relator groups have been extensively studied from a purely 
algebraic standpoint in the past (see [ll], Sections 4.4 and 6.11). Recently, 
monoids presented in terms of generators and relations have been used more 
and more frequently, either as preliminaries to solving combinatorial problems 
[6], or as a means of constructing examples [7]. 
In this paper we are concerned essentially with monoids presented by one 
relation and having elements distinct from 1 of finite order. A well-known 
result of Karrass, Magnus, and Solitar [9] is that a one-relator group has an 
element (f 1) of finite order if and only if the relator is a power of a primitive 
word in the free group on the generators (see [l 11, Theorem 4.13). We prove 
here that a monoid M presented by one relation has an element (# 1) of 
finite order if and only if the presentation is M = (X; pmp’ = pnp’), where p 
is a primitive word in the free monoid X*, m > n > 0, andp’ is a left factor 
of p ( p’ is eventually 1). 
While all one-relator groups are known to have a solvable word problem, 
the solvability of the word problem for monoids presented by one relation is 
still an open conjecture. It has been proved essentially for cancellative 
monoids [l, Chapter I] and monoids with a presentation (X; w = 1) 
[l, Chapter III]). See also [13] f or another particular case. Extending Adjan’s 
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algorithms we show that monoids M = (X; P’~$ = p”~‘) have a solvable 
word problem, and that the left, right, and two-sided divisibility problems 
are also solvable. 
In the last part of the paper we study the residual finiteness property and 
the possibility for monoids presented by one relation to appear as sub- 
semigroups of compact semigroups [8]. In [3], Baumslag has conjectured that 
every one relator group with an element (fl) of finite order is residually 
finite. A similar conjecture for monoids is false since the bicyclic monoid 
presented by (a, b; ab = 1) 1s not residually finite (and not even residually 
compact, [2]). As an analogue to Baumslag’s conjecture, we propose the 
following: A monoid presented by one relation, with an element #I of 
finite order is residually finite if and only if it does not contain a subsemigroup 
isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid. We will prove that this conjecture is 
almost true showing that it rests only upon the answer to the following group 
theoretical qestion: Let M = (X; w = 1) be a one relator monoid which 
is a group (i.e., M coincides with its group of units). Is n/i residually finite? 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Given an alphabet X, we denote by X* the free monoid on X, X* is the 
set of all words, including the empty word denoted by 1, under concatenation. 
Equality of two words u, ZI E X* means their graphical coincidence and is 
denoted by u = v. The length of a word w is denoted l(w). A monoid M is 
said to have the presentation (X, wr = ws), if is the quotient monoid ofX* 
by the finest congruence containing the pair (wr , ws). If two words U, II E X* 
are in the same class modulo this congruence we shall write zc = “J, or 
fd = v md P(w,,w,) in case of ambiguityy. For any u, v E X* the transition 
from the word zkwrv to the word uwsv (or from ~wav to uw,~) is called an 
elementary transition and is denoted uwiv + uwsv (or uwzv -+ uw,v). Clearly, 
for U, v E X* we have u = v if and only if there exists a sequence (possibly 
empty) of elementary transitions ui 4 U~+~ such that 
u = ul+u2” “‘-+u,+u,+l SE v. (1) 
Then we call (1) a transition and we denote it u =+ a. The number n of 
elementary transitions in (1) is called the length of the transition (I)- 
In the class of all monoids presented with one relation, those with a 
presentation of the form (X; w = 1) have been extensively studied by Adjan 
[l]. We shall call them special monoids. Most of the algorithmic questions 
considered in our paper particularize to similar ones for relations of the type 
w = 1. Indeed this paper could have been written in such a way that Adjan’s 
results appear as particular cases of ours. To avoid duplication of proofs, we 
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have chosen instead to use the results and frequently the terminology of [l]. 
We proceed to recall some of it here. The special monoids are clearly the 
only monoids with one relation admitting one-sided invertible (and eventually 
invertible) elements. Given a relation w = 1, the subset of X* consisting of 
all the words that are invertible mod ~(~,r) is a submonoid U satisfying the 
condition: 
(S) For everyf, g, h E X*, fg E U, and hf E U implies f, g, and h E U. 
Let U(w) be the smallest submonoid of X* satisfying (a) and containing w. 
It is free, generated by a bipret?x code r (see [12]) that can be obtained as 
follows. Define Us = (wf and for k > 1, define U,,, as the set of all words 
u.~ X* satisfying one of the conditions: 
(i) u E U, and u is not a left or right factor of another word in Uk; 
(ii) there exists V, v’ f X* not both equal to 1 such that tiv E U, and 
v’u E u,; 
(iii) there exists v, v’ E X*, v + 1, such that uv E 77, , and vv’ E Uk; 
(iv) there exists v, v’ E X*, v’ + 1 such that v’u E U, and vv’ E 17,. 
Lengths of words in the successive Uk’s are decreasing, and due to the 
condition (i) there is an index n such that U, = U,f for n’ > n. Let I’ = U, . 
The following theorem explains why it is possible to solve the word problem 
for monoids <X, w = 1): 
THEOREM 1. (Adjan). Let w E X* and let U(w) be the smallest submonoid 
of X* satisfying (a) and containing w. Then, 
(1) The set I’ obtained by the sieve indicated above generates freely U(w). 
(2) U(w) is contained (in general strictly) in the set of all invertible elements 
mod PM . 
(3) The restriction of p(W,l) to U(w) coincides with the congruencegenerated 
by the pair (w, 1) in U(w). 
(4) Every word invertible mod P(~,~) is congruent modulo P(~,~) to at 
least one word in U(w). 
Proof. The checking of (1) is left to the reader. Part (2) is obvious. In a 
different formulation (3) is Lemma 97, Chapter III in [l], while (4) is a direct 
consequence of Lemmas 90 and 91 in (11. 
Elements of I’ are called elementary words, elements of U(w) are called 
integral words. The set I’ can also be obtained as follows: Construct the 
smallest subset J! of X* containing w and such that urv E&Z, vus E &? 
implies vu1 E A, uzv E A’. Call a word m E X* left-sided (resp. right-sided) 
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if m is a product of left (resp. right) factors of elements in A. Then I’ is the 
set of all words in X* that are both right- and left-sided and admitting no 
proper left or right factors with this property. 
If I? = (011, 01~ ,-.., a,) and w = olsl ... ask) the group presented by 
G %1%$ ... a$ = 1) is the group of units of the special monoid M = 
(X; w = 1). This is a Corollary to part (3) of Theorem 1.1 [I, Lemma 9Oj. 
The group G is used in constructing an algorithm solving the word problem 
as follows: Given a word m E X, form the finite sets 
y(m) = (n E X*: m z uxv, n = uz’v with z, z’ E U(W), l(,z’) < E(z) and 
z = 2 in G), 
IT(m) = (7z E X*: there exists ?zl , n2 ,..., n, , nl = m, nk = n and n, E y(ni-,)jS 
For two words m,, m,tzX*, we have m, = ma if and only if 
[l, Lemma 891. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1.1, is that the monoid M = (X; w = 1) 
is a group if and only if r = X. In this case; M has an element of finite order 
if and only if w is the kth power (k > I) of some word p $ 1 in the free 
group on X [I 1, Theorem 4.12]. This can happen if and only if u: = pk with 
p E X*. Otherwise, with free products defined as in [S] (1.83, see monoidal 
sums) we have the following: 
THEOREM 1.2. If the special monoid ik! = (X; rzu = ?) is not a free 
product of a free monoid and a group, then &I contains a s~~~~o~o~d ~sornoyp~i~ 
to the bicyclic monoid. 
Proc$ If M is not a free product of a free monoid and a group, then P $ .X, 
and there is at least one elementary word 01~ E I with l(cz,) > 1. There is a 
relation ccim = Z with burn E &, which is a consequence of w = 3. Suppose 
01~ E war is a factorization of cli in a product of two nonempty words. Let 
u = 2+m. In M, we have VU = 1. If uv = 1, then by part V of the 
Lemma in [I], u is an integral word [i.e., u E U(W)]. Since m E U(w) it follows 
u1 E U(w), which contradicts the fact that ai is a generator of U(w). 
Lemma 1.31 in [7], u and v generate a submonoid of M isomorphic to the 
bicyclic monoid. 
2. ON THE EXISTENCE OF IDEMPOTENTS fl 
In view of Theorem 1.2, to discuss the existence of elements of finite order 
in a monoid presented by one relation, it is enough to discuss the existence 
of idempotents in monoids with a presentation (.X; w = w’) and 0 < I(w) < 
E(w’). Note that the restriction Z(w) < E(w’) imposes itself, since in case 
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Z(w) = Z(w’), words of X* equivalent mod ,D(~,~‘) must have the same length 
and consequently there cannot be any idempotent. We shall show in this 
section that A4 = (X; w = w’) with 0 < E(w) < Z(w’) has an idempotent 
if and only if w is a right and a left factor of w’ in X*. We will need the 
following notions: Two transitions rl: wr 3 wr’ and ~a: wa * wa’ are called 
equivalent if w1 = wa , wl’ = wa’ and 71 and ~a have the same length. A 
transition 7: wa -+ wr + *.. + w,.+ -+ w, is said to contain a cycle if there 
are integers k, I, 0 < k, Z < n, k f I, such that wlc = wz . For convenience, 
we assume that the presentation is (X; ala, .m* a, = xlxz ... x8), with 
a,EX,xjEX. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose a, + x, and let 7: ala, ... arylyz ... yt 3 x1x8 .** x,m 
for some m E X*, be a transition which is not equivalent to a transition containing 
a cycZe. Then 7 is equivalent to a transition whose$rst elementary transition is 
r: ala2 ... a,yly, ... yt + x1x2 ... x,y,y, *.f yt . 
Proof. By induction on the length of G-. If the length of 7 is 1, the result 
is clear; since a, + x 1 , a, must be affected by the transition which reduces 
to its first step CJ. Suppose the property is true for transitions of length <n and 
assume T has length n. Suppose that in T, the letter a, is affected for the first 
time at the kth elementary transition, with 1 < k < n - 1. Then 7 begins by 
7’ : ala2 .a* aryly2 -1. yt =b- 71 ala, *a* a,x(a, , a3 ,... a, , y1 ,..., yJ 
+x1x2 ... x&a2 ,..., yt), 
where or is of length k - 1, and leaves a, unaffected. The induction hypothesis 
applied to T’ yields the result. Thus we may as well assume that aI is affected 
for the first time at the last elementary transition, that is, 
7: ala2 ... aryly2 ... yt -+ ... + ala2 ... a$(a, ,..., a,, y1 ,..., yt) 
+ x1x2 ... x&a, ,..., Y& 
The transition or obtained by keeping the n - 1 first elementary transitions 
of 7, and erasing the first letters 
71 : a2 ... a,y,y, ... yt + ... -+ a2 1.. a,x(a, ,..., a,, yl ,..., yJ, 
has length n - 1. Suppose ai is the left most letter of a2 .*. a, affected by ~r . 
Note that we may assume that there is a letter affected, otherwise the result 
is obvious. Thus G-~ is in fact 
TV: a,a,+l ... a,y,y, ... yt +- ... + aiai+, ... a,x(ai ,..., a,, y1 ,..., yt) 
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up to a left factor a2 .‘. ai, (possibly = 1) appearing in every elementary 
transition of rI . We distinguish two cases according to ai = x1 or ai = a, ~ 
. ai E x1 . Pointing out in 7s , the first time ai is affected, we bave 
The length of 6 is < n and 6 contains an elementary transition where x1x2 ..I x, 
appears as a left factor on the right side, since ai must be affected. By the 
induction hypothesis 6 is equivalent to a transition &I 
6,: ala, . . . a,w + x1x2 ... x,w 3 aiaiil . ’ a,r2 
(The parameters on which the words w and x depend, have been dropped 
for convenience.) 
It follows that 7s is equivalent to 
aiai,, ... arylyz ... yt 3 x1x2 ... x,w +- alaS ... a,w + x1x2 ... x,w 
which contains a cycle. This is impossible since T is not equivalent to a 
transition containing a cycle. 
Case 2. ai = aE . As above, we have 
In 6’ there is an elementary transition in which ala2 ~.. a, appears as a ieft 
factor. Applying the induction hypothesis to 6’ yields a cycle of the form 
ala2 . . ’ a,-& -+ xlxz ... x,w + ala2 ..~ a,w, 
which is impossible. 
Lt follows that in r the left factor ala2 ... a, is unaffected but at the last 
elementary transition (i.e.) .z(a2 ,. . ., a, , y1 , yz ,~. , yt) depends on y1 , yz ). . .) yt 
only) and 5- is equivalent to: 
axa2 ... aTylyz ... yt -+ x1x2 ... x,y1y2 “3 * x1x2 ... x&h ,yz ,-,yt). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ala, *.. a, = x,x, ... x, be a ~~ese~ta~‘~n reiation with 
Y, s >, 1. If there is a transition w * WV with 71 + 1) then aI = xl ~ 
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Proof. Suppose a, + x1 and let w be a word of minimal length such that 
7: w 3 WV with v + 1. Suppose that the transition -r under consideration is 
of minimal length among all the transitions w z- WV. Then 7 is not equivalent 
to a transition containing a cycle. Writing w = ylya ‘.. yn , suppose yr 5 aI 
(the case yr = x1 is similar), that is w = a,y, “‘yn. By the minimality of 
the length of w, a, must be affected by T, thus we have 
7 : w 3 ala2 .*. a&y, ,..., yn) + x1x2 ... x,z(y, ,..., yn) 2 a,y, -*- ynv. 
In the transition T’, there is an elementary transition whose right side admits 
ala2 ... a, as a left factor. By Lemma 2.1, r’ is equivalent to a transition 
admitting x1x2 . . * x,x( y2 , . . . , yn) + a,a, . . . a,.~( yz , . . . , yJ as a first step. 
This contradicts the fact that 7 is not equivalent to a transition containing 
a cycle, and thus a, = x1 . 
Note that in Lemma 2.2, the existence of a transition w 3 WV with v + 1 
implies Y > s or s > Y. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M = (X; a,a, ... a, = x1x2 ... x,) be a monoid with 
one relation, such that r < s. If there are words w, v E X*, v $ 1, such that 
~=wv,thena~=x~forl <i<r. 
Proof. By induction on Y. The case Y = 1 follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Assume that there is a transition w 3 WV with v + 1. By Lemma 2.2, the 
presentation relation is a+, ... a, = aixa ... x, . An elementary transition 
uw2 ... up + UU~X~ ... x,v or its inverse is an elementary transition in the 
monoid presented by the relation a2 .*. a, = xa ... x, . From the induction 
hypothesis a2 = x2 ,..., a, = x, . 
Recall that in any monoid M, the Green relation W (resp. 9) is defined 
by x99y iff x&Z = yM (resp. z&y if &kc = My). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let M = (X; w = WI> be a monoid with one relation 
such that Z(w’) > Z(w). Then 8 (resp. 9’) is not the equality if and only ;f 
w’ = wu (resp. w’ E uw) with l(u) > 2. 
Proof. The case w = 1 (special monoid) follows directly from Section 1. 
Thus we may assume w f 1. Suppose there exists wr , wa E M, w, f w2 
such that w&%?wa . Then wr = w,r, wa = w,s, where Y and s are words in X* 
of length 31. It follows w1 = wrsr with Z(sr) > 1 in X*. By Theorem 2.3, 
w’ = wu with u & 1. In case Z(u) 3 2, u = xu’ with x E X and Z(u’) > 1. 
From w = wxu’ we deduce wx&?w, and wx # w since two words of X* 
defining equal elements in M must have lengths congruent modulo Z(u) > 2. 
Suppose that the relation is w = wx with x E X. We proceed to show that 9 
is the equality: If w = xk, this is clear. If w contains at least one letter +x, 
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then in any transition at * v, the letters of u and v distinct from x appear in 
the same order. It follows that if there is a transition u * UZ, then z = xk: 
for some K 3 0. In the transition u + zxk, pointing out the last elementary 
transition increasing the degree of the final x, we have with w = ui’xz and I 
maximal, 
u * u1x7c-l E Ztl'WX7c-l-l" ZII'wXk-l c ul~wfxk * uxIG. 
62) 
The last transition ul’w’xk =+ tixk keeps zck unaffected and if we consider the 
transition obtained from (2) by suppression of the elementary transition 
pointed out, we get u * xu - k r, An induction argument on K shows that 
u zzz ux 1 ..’ = uxL in M. Thus u = uv in M with I(U) 3 2 in X* implies 
u = uv’ for any left factor v’ of v. Consequentiy 9Z = E. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let M = (X; w = w’> be a monoid with one relation. 
Assume Qw’) > Z(w) > 0. Then M has an idempotent #I if and only if .w’ 
admits w as left and right factor in X*. 
h3GJ. f M has an idempotent x + 1, then there is a transition z S- ~9~ 
By Theorem 2.3 w’ = wwr = wzw. To prove the converse, recall that in a 
free monoid X*, the equation a!y = y/3 admits as only solutions a: = wlwz f 
/i?zG wawr , y = (LU~W~)~W~ with k > 0 and w1 ) w2 arbitrary in X* [IO], It 
follows that if w’ admits w as left and right factor the presentation relation is 
(uv)~~+~u = (2~v)~z.d for some k 3 0 2.4, v E X*. In M, (zcv)~+~ is an idempotent, 
distinct from 1 since we assumed (uv)% f 1. 
In order to obtain a presentation in terms of primitive words we recall the 
following: Two words w, w’ E Xx are called con&gates if there exists 
U, v E XX* such that uv SG w and VU = w’. A word p E X* is called primitive 
ifp is not self conjugate, or equivalently if p is not a proper power of another 
word. 
LEMMVIX 2.6. [lo, Corollary 4.2.1 For every noner@ty word w E X* tizere 
is a unique primitive word p and a unique irzteger k > I such that w E pk;, 
It follows: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let M = (X; w = w’> be a monoid presented with a 
single relation. Then M has an element of finite order f I if aazd only if t&e 
presentation relation is pmpr = p”p’ where p is a pr&hive word z;Z X*, p’ a keft 
factor ofp, m > n > 0 and m > 1 whenever n = 0, p’ = I and is a group. 
For a given presentation of M, the words p, p’ and the i?ategers m, n are unique. 
Proof. The case of special monoids follows from Section 2. Assume M is 
not special. By Corollary 2.5 the presentation relation of&! is (uv)~+~u = (UV)U 
for some I > 0. By Lemma 2.6 uv E p” with p primitive and k > 1, which 
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implies u. E pip’ for some i 3 0 and p’ a left factor of p. It follows that the 
relation is p%p’ = p”p’, with m > n 3 0. To show uniqueness of p, p’, m 
and n, suppose that 
(3) 
p”p’ s q%q’ (4) 
with m > n and thus ml > n, since (m - n) Z(p) = (m, - nl) Z(g). Writing 
p s p’p”, (4) implies P~+~-+ E qnlq’p”pm-n-l, while (3) implies pmp’ E 
q”lq’p”pm-fi-lp’ z q%q’- The last identity gives p”p”-“-1~’ z q”qml-al-lq’ 
by cancellation on the left. This is ( p”p’)“-” = (q”q’)ml-B1. As conjugates of 
primitive wordsp”p’ and q”q’ are primitive. By Lemma 2.6, m - n = m, - n, , 
which implies Z(p) = Z(q) and thus p = q, p’ E q’, m = m, and n = n, . 
Remark. In case of a one relator group G = (X; p” = l), n > 1, it is 
well known that an element of finite order in G is defined by a conjugate 
(in the group sense) of a power of p [I 1, Theorem 4.131. This is not the case 
for monoids: For example, in B = (x, y; xy = 1) the idempotents y%+ 
cannot be obtained by conjugacy from powers of xy. 
3. WORD PROBLEM. DIVISIBILITY PROBLEMS 
Throughout this section, we consider a monoid M = (X; w = w’), where 
w is a left and right factor of w’, with 0 < Z(w) < Z(w’). Let S(w) be the 
submonoid of X* defined by 
S(w) = {u E X*: uw E wul for some ur E X*}. 
If uv E S(w) and v E S(w), then uvw = wz, and VW = wvl for some x, , v, E X*. 
It follows uwvr = wxr and thus by cancellation uw = wzl’, where z,’ is a left 
factor of x1 . Thus S(w) satisfies the condition 
(er) uv E S(w), v E S(w) implies u E S(w). 
(The condition (%r) is called right unitary in [7].) It follows that S(w) is freely 
generated by a suffix code z [12]. To obtain E, observe that S(w) consists of 
the right ideal wX* generated by w, together with the finite set L of all left 
factors v of w such that w = vu = uv’ for some u, v’ E X*. Constructing Z’, 
the smallest subset of X* such that r n XX*I” = m and such that P+ 
(the submonoid generated by r) contains L, we have: 
2 = LOX* - (xwx* u x*q u r. 
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The checkings of ,Z n XX*2 = m (showing that 2 is a suffix code) an 
Z* = S(w) are left to the reader. Note that, in general, 2 is an infinite set, as 
the following example shows: with X = (x, y], w = xyx, we have r = 
GY, XYX> and 
= (xy, xyxrnlyrL1xrn~y”= ... Xmkynk, m, > 1) n1 )..~) 72.&l > 1, n, f 
Since Z is a suffix code, there is a particularly simple algorithm to write any 
word m in S(w) as a product of elements of 2. It consists in ““decoding” m 
from the right to the left. Write m = qyIy, ... yg with yi E F and m, C$ X*F, 
then point out in m, the last occurrence of w, thus writing x1 = m,‘6 with 
8EX-- T> etc... . 
Given any word m E X”, we can point out the first occurrence of w in m 
(if any) and write m z uwv where no left factor of ae is in S(U). Clearly this 
decomposition of m as a product zl . WV is unique. Furthermore WV can be 
uniquely decomposed as a product of elements of 27, allowing us to write 
m = ~a. CI. ... o”jle with c+ E 2’. In case m does not contain any occurrence 31 32 
of w, we write m = m . 1: and in all cases refer to this decomposition of m 
as the canonicalfoorm of m with respect to w. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m, , m2 E X* and let ulwl and uewz their c~~~es~ond~~g 
calzonicaa forms with respect o w. Then m, = m2 if atzd only zy w1 = cop and 
u1 FE u2 . 
Proof. It is enough to show that if uzwz can be obtained from ulwI by an 
elementary transition then u1 = u2 and the same transition changes w1 into 
w2 . But this is obvious in view of the fact that no right factor of uI is in S{‘(w), 
in case w1 +k 1, and there is no possible transition in case w1 = 1. 
From Lemma 3.1, we see that in order to solve the word problem for the 
monoid M, it is enough to solve it for words in wX*. For this purpose we 
introduce a special monoid associated to M. Since w is a right factor of ZLJ’, 
we have w’ EZ wlw. Observing that w’ E S(w), and using (Qr) we deduce 
that wI E S(w). Suppose wI E ai,ai ‘1. oli, with olil ,..., cli, E Z. We call the 
monoid presented by (2’; oliloliz .*. aIs = 1) the left special monoid associated 
to M and associated to M and denote it by L(M). 
Any word w E wx” can be written uniquely as w = GWU where w is the 
last occurrence of w in w. Note that ~3 E S(w) due to the condition @%T . In case 
the last occurrence of w in w coincides with the first we have cu z 1 and T/ = I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let wl, w2 E wX* and let w1 = W,wv, , w2 = c;j,wvoz, 
their respective factorizations obtained by pointing out the last occurrence of w. 
Then w1 = wz mod p(w,zo’~ if and only if c$ = ~3, mod p(+ Z”B Z*, kered 
VI = 772 ~ 
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Proof. (a) Assume that there is an elementary transition w1 + wa . 
Since zlr is not affected by this transition, we have T.J~ E va , and our transition 
is in fact a transition T: ~ijrw -+ ~3aw. Let us distinguish two cases: 7 is an 
insertion of wr , or r is a deletion of w1 . If T is an insertion of w1 we have 
&w = uwv -+ uwrwv = W,W. Since WV E .Z*, it follows u E .Z*, thus the 
insertion corresponds to an insertion of w, between two letters of .Z in &jr 
(or an insertion at the beginning or the end of 6J. In other words T represents 
a replacement of 1 by wr in the expression of or as an element of Z*, i.e., 
6 =h mod P(~,,~). If 7 is a deletion of wr , a similar argument which is omitted 
shows that r represents a replacement of wr by 1 in 6, expressed over .E*. 
(b) Conversely an insertion or deletion of wr in 6, corresponds to a 
replacement of w by w’ or of w’ by w in &,w, because any left factor (over .Z*) 
of W,W of length > Z(w) begins with w, by definition of .Z*. 
From Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 we deduce the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. There exists an algorithm solving the word problem for any 
monoid Mpresented by (X; w = w’> with w a left and right factor of w’. 
Proof. This follows directly from the two previous lemmas, together with 
Adjan’s result [l, Theorem 3, Chapter III] on the solvability of the word 
problem for special monoids. Note that if w = w’, M is simply X*. 
The right (resp. left, two-sided) divisibility problem is the following: 
Given any two words u, v E X* is it decidable if there exists x, E: X* (resp. 
xa E X*, zr and .zz2 E X*) such that u = x,v (resp. u = vzz, u = zlvxz) ? The 
answers to these questions for the monoids M that we consider depend not 
only on similar ones for special monoids, but also on the possibility to decide 
in a special monoid if a given element is a left or right quotient of u by ~1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (X; w = l} be a special monoid, Given any three elements 
u, v, z E X* there exists an algorithm to decide if u = xv or not. 
Proof. The proof is a slight improvement on Adjan’s algorithm to solve 
the right divisibility problem (see [l, Proof of Theorem 2, p. 1181). Construct 
the finite set 17(v) defined in Section 2, and pick yr of minimal length in 17(v). 
Find the left factor yz of yr of maximal length which is right sided. Then 
21 = y.,, = yzya and no left factor of ya is right sided. Then u is right divisible 
by yr (or equivalently by v) if and only if u is right divisible by ya . Quotients 
of u byy, and ya are related as follows: u = zyr = zv if and only if u = zyaya , 
Furthermore, applying Lemma 93 in [l], we get u = xya y3 if and only if 
u = u’u”, u” = y3 , and u’ya = zy2y3 . Consequently, to test if u = zv, it is 
enough to test, using the algorithm solving the word problem, if for some 
factorization U’U” of u in X* we have u” = ys and u’ys = xy2ya . 
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C~R~LLARP 3.5. Let (X; w = w’) with w a left and right factor of w’l 
iz X”. There exists an algorithm solving the right a~v~s~b~l~ty problem. 
Proof. The cases w = 1 and w = w’ being clear, assume 0 < I(w) < E(w’). 
Let u, w E X. Pt is to decide if there exists x E X* such zl = ZV. 
not contain an occurrence of w, then there exists x E X* such that w =- zz, if 
d only if v is a right factor of u in X *. Assume u contains an occurrence of w. 
riting U, TJ, z in their canonical forms &~a , &~a , %~a with respect to w, we 
obtain Zzw, = ~w,&J, , which implies w1 = OJ@J~ and G = 2, 
Case 1. If v does not contain an occurrence of ciu then wa ZE 1, which 
implies w1 = w,E = wav. It follows that wr = ~i;?,wx = wa(zj and v divides u 
if and only if v is a proper right factor of wa in X*. 
Case 2. If v contains an occurrence of w, pointing out the last occurrence 
of w in both sides of wr = w,dw, we get OJ~ = G,,WZ = w,d&jii,wt EE w,v”w, . 
It implies x ==- t and &I = ~a+?+ in the associated right monoid presented by 
(2, wr = 1) (Lemma 3.2). The last equality is decidable by Lemma 3.4. 
Thus the divisibility of u by v is decidable. 
emarks. (a) From the proof of Corollary 3.5, it is easily seen that 
given any three elements u, v, x E X *, there is an algorithm to decide if 
24 = m or not. 
(b) All the notions presented so far in this section are left-right 
dualizable. The right special monoid R(M) is defined using: 
T(w) = (u E X*: wu = uIw for some LEE  X”}. 
Observe that for any u E S(w) there exists a unique u1 E T(w) such that 
ZIW E wzel ~ Tne mapping y: u + zlr (which might be called the w-conjugacy 
mapping) defines an isomorphism from S(w) onto T(w), and induces an 
isomorphism, also denoted y from L(M) onto R(M). In particular the genesa- 
tors and the relator of R(M) are w-conjugates of the generators and the 
relator ofL(M). It follows that for any monoid (X; w = w’) with w a left and 
a right factor of w’, the left divisibility problem is decidable. 
(c) Structurally speaking M = (X, w = w’) is an ideal extensi.on 
of a Rees matrix semigroup M = MwM by tbe semigroup X*/X”wX*. 
It is easy to check that iv s d&(M); 1; fl; 2’) (in the notation of [7, Chap- 
ter 31) where 4 (resp. ./l) is the set of all words in Xx having no right (resp. left) 
factors in S(w) (resp. T(w)) and P is a fl x I sandwich matrix over L(M) 
whose entry in position w, u is wvzc. 
As a preliminary to the two-sided divisibility problem, we present an 
example of a monoid with one relation in which Green’s 9 and $ equiva- 
lences do not coincide (we recall that 92 = 2 v B = 9 0 2 = B 0 9 and 
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ayb in Miff MaM = MbM). This discards the possibility that the decida- 
bility of two elements being $-equivalent might be a direct consequence of 
the right or left divisibility algorithm. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let M = (x, y, z; xyxxx = x). The elements x2, y2, 9, 
3/x, xy are not #-equivalent to x. Thus the monoid 
is a Rees quotient of M. It follows that the $-class of x in M is the same as 
the f-class of x in M’. The $-class picture of M’ is the following: 
. 
.Jy = (Y} (>= Jz= (z} 
. 
The f-class of X, J3: consists of four B-classes: a regular B-class, D, whose 
egg-box picture is: 
Lx)- 
(XY)” (XYP (XYmZ 
x(xz)“-yxy)n (J4”(YX> (-=T(YXP 
(x,+x (X4”(XY) (X4”(XY>“X (xqyXy)nXZ 
Y (x4”x Y(XeYXY)” Y@+YXYP y(xx)“(xy)“xz. 
The other B-classes are D,, = ((yx)“, (yx)ny,‘(yx)% for n > 1} = 92-class 
of yx, D,, = {(xx)“, z(xx)“, y(xx)” for n > l} = T-class of xz and D,,, = 
(YXZ}. A realization of M’ as a monoid of partial transformations is indicated 
below: 
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It is obtained by taking the Schiitzenberger representation of M’ with 
respect to II,. To solve the two-sided divisibility problem, we need the 
analog of Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (X; w = l> be a special monoid. Given any four elemelzts 
u, vi, z, , z2 E X* there exists an algorithm to decide zy u = .zlvze 07 not. 
ProoJ It is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4. The modifications a.re as 
follows: With yr of minimal length in II(u) we write y1 = y2y3 y4 wbere yz is 
the right sided left factor ofy, of maximal length (thusy, = yaya) and wherey, 
is the left sided right factor of ya of maximal length. Instead of Lemma 93 [I], 
use the two-sided version of it, which can be established quite similarly, 
G~ROLLARY 3.8. Let (X; w = zu’j with w a Ee& and rightfactor ojw’ in X*‘ 
There exists an algorithm solving the two-sided div~sib~l~t~ problem. 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.5. It uses Lemma 3.7 and the 
two-sided divisibility in X*. The details are left to the reader. We summarize 
our results as follows: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let M = (X; w = w’j with w a left and Tight factor 0J w’ 
in X*. Let X be anyone of the Green’s relations B?, Zp, S = W n 9, 9, 8. 
Given two elements u, v E X*, it is decidable if u and v DT ~-e~~~va~e~t or not 
in M. 
Most of the problems concerning monoids M = (X; ‘w = WI> can be 
translated into problems concerning L(M). The next proposition and its 
corollary illustrate this point. 
PROPQSITION 3.10. Let A4 = (X, w = w’} with w a right and ~ef~~acto~ 
of w’, and let u = CJW E wX* n X*w. For azy ZJ E M we have zc,%?‘v if and 
only if v = W’W E wX* n X*w and &Pcij’ in L(M). 
Boof. Suppose v E M is such that z&Yv. Since u contains an occurrence 
of zu, v must also contain one (see proof of Corollary 3.5). We write v = 
v”&‘wx, where v” (resp. x) is the left factor of v before (resp. after) the first 
(req. the last) occurrence of w in v. There exists x, y E M such that za = xu 
and zi = ye (using z&v). It follows L?)w = x&‘wx and BW’wz = y&w, from 
which we deduce x E 1. A dual argument using UBV and a decomposition 
v = 5w&r’z shows that B E 1, establishing v = cni’w E wX* 17 X%u. From 
GW = XG’W and C~‘W = y&w, we deduce &#‘G’ in L(M). By duality we 
obtain y(G)&(W’) in R(M), where y is the w-conjugacy isomorphism. It 
follows c&J&’ in L(M). 
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Conversely c&%&’ inL(M) implies wg&’ inL(M) and thus u E WW~?&‘W =
v. Also Y(G) By in R(M) yields WY(G) gwy(&‘) or &v in M. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let M = (X; w = w’} with w a right and left factor 
of w’. The group of units of the left special monoid of M is isomorphic to the 
Schiitxenberger group of the Z-class of w in M. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.10, v is in the s-class of w if and only if v = ww 
with ~81 in L(M). The result follows from Lemma 96 [l] and the definition 
of the Schiitzenberger group of an s-class [7, 2.41. In particular, in view of 
the fact that w is always a regular element in M, it follows that the group of 
units of L(M) is isomorphic to the maximal subgroups in the (regular) 
g-class of w. 
4. REMARKS ON RESIDUAL FINITENESS 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the monoids 
presented as before to be residually finite, and produce a few examples to 
illustrate the situation for monoids with one relation and without elements 
of finite order. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let M = (X; w = w’) with w a left and right factor 
of w’ in X*. If the left special monoid of M is not a free product of a group and 
a free monoid then M contains a subsemigroup isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 we may assume w + 1. Since w’ = wiw, there 
exists an integer k such that wllc admits w as a left factor (see Theorem 2.7). 
Furthermore the hypothesis on L(M) implies the existence of 01, /3 in L(M) 
such that D./I = 1 and ,&x # 1 in L(M). Consider u = 01~w~~,!3 and v = jkw,,“/I 
in M. We have uv = awl”/3 and (uv)” = olwlk/301wlk/3 = $kwlkfl = awlkp = 
uv. Thus uv is an idempotent e. A simple computation shows ue = eu = u 
and ve = ev = v. Also vu = /3a2wlk/3 and vu = uv would imply p~2w1k~w = 
~wl’“pw or ,&w = w, contradicting pa # 1 in L(M). It follows vu # e and 
the subsemigroup of M generated by u, v is isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid. 
Since a compact semigroup cannot contain the bicyclic monoid [2], it 
follows: 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the presentation relation of the left special monoid of 
M = (X; w = w’> (w left and right factor of w’) is not the presentation 
relation of a group, then M cannot be embedded in a compact semigroup. In 
particular M is not residually jinite. 
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Consequently among the monoids 1%’ = (X; w = w’} (w left and right 
factor of w’) the only possible candidates for residual finiteness are those 
for which L(M) h as a group presentation relation. The first step in solving 
the residual finiteness problem is thus to solve it for one-relator groups 
admitting a monoid presentation. We shall show that this group theoretical 
question is the only one to be solved. 
In the next lemmas, the free product of monoids is understood in the sense 
of [47, where the identity elements are amalgamated. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let l%f be a jinite monoid with a trivial group of units and k&t 
&I’ be a $%ite monoid. The free product M * M’ is residzuzlly ~Gte. 
Pmof. Any element w E M * M’ can be written uniquely as w = x1x% .*. x, 
with xi E M or xi E M’ and no two consecutive xi are in the same monoid. 
Let G(M) the group of units of M. Define a function A: M * M’ --t NU as 
follows: 
if x1 and x, $i 6(M), 
if n>2 and x1 , x2 E E(M’), 
if n>l and XI E C(M’), x2 $ 6(W) or 
x2 E Gp?‘), x1 $L G(&!r), 
if w=x x E G(M’). 
Then for any w1 , w2 EM * M’, we have h(w,w,) 3 Max(h(w,), h(w,)). Et 
follows that the set I, = (w E A4 f 44’: X(w) 3 k] forms an ideal in M * A?@‘, 
and that the Rees quotient M c M’/IPc is finite. The residual finiteness of 
M + M’ is a consequence of this remark. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let F be a free monoid. If M is a residually &ite monoid, 
then the free product F * M is residually jinite. 
PuooJ. Let w1 , wg EF * M such that w1 # w2 . Suppose x1x2 ... x,, and 
YIYZ ... 3~~~ are the respective canonical forms of wr and w2 . There are homo- 
morphisms sp: F + F(F), #: M + #(nil), witb v(F) and $/AI) finite and such 
that all the elements of F or of M involved in x1x2 . ‘. x, and yI y, ‘. yn are separ- 
ated in y(F) or in G(M). Note that g, may even be chosen such that the group 
of units of y(F) is trivial: Take for example v(F) to be the Rees quotient of F 
by the idea! consisting of all words of length > R where k is the maximum 
length of the words xi or yj involved in the canonical forms of wI 
together with all words containing generators not in xi and yi . 
universal property of the free product, there is a homomorphism 0: I; c M ++= 
v(F) * #(M) coinciding with y on F and $ on -?, and due to the separation 
properties of 9, and # we have i?(w,) # B(w,). By Lemma 4.3, O(w,) and B(w,) 
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can be separated by a congruence of finite index, and the residual finiteness 
of F * M follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let M = (X; w = w’> with w a left and right factor 
of w’ in X*. If the left special monoid of M is a free product of a residually 
finite group and a free monoid, then M is residually$nite. 
Proof. In case w = 1, the result follows directly from Lemma 4.4. Thus 
we may assume w z$ 1. Let wr , wa E M with wi # ws . If, for example 
wi E MwM and ws # MwM, it is particularly easy to separate wr from ws , 
regardless of the nature of L(M). The Rees quotient M/MwM is isomorphic 
to X*IX*wX* and it is enough to separate ws from zero in X*IX*wX* by 
a congruence of finite index. This can be done by forming X*/I u X*wX* 
where I is the ideal of X* consisting of all words of length > l(wg). The same 
type of argument applies if wi and w, # MwM. Suppose now that both w1 and 
wa are in MwM. Then 
w2 = U~W~WV~ with w1 , ~a EL(M) and 
%#u, or w,fw,inL(M)orv,fv,. 
[As before ui (resp. vi) is the left (resp. right) factor of wi preceding (resp. 
following) the first (resp. last) occurrence of w.] 
Given a congruence p on L(M), define ji on M by 
w$ws if and only if 
i 
wi and ws $ MwM and wi = wa , 
Wl and wa E MwM and wlpwz , u1 = u2, vl = vs. 
Then one checks that f; is a congruence on M and the that mapping p --+tS 
establishes an (order) isomorphism from the lattice of all congruences on 
L(M) onto the lattice of all congruences on M coinciding with the equality 
on M - MwM. 
Case 1. Assume wi # wa inL(M). By Lemma 4.4, there is a congruence 0 
on L(M) such that L(M)/0 is finite and w1 is not congruent to w2 modulo 8. 
It follows that w1 is not congruent to wa modulo 6. However M/d is not finite, 
due to the fact that M - MwM has infinitely many elements. At this point, 
observe that elements of L(M)/0 can be expressed in terms of products of 
a finite number of elements of 2 (see in particular the definition of the 
homomorphism 9 in the proof of Lemma 4.4: generators not appearing in the 
expressions of wi or wa are declared equal to zero). Furthermore, it is easy 
to verify that given any finite subset 01~ , 01s ,..., 01, of 2, there are only a finite 
number of words not containing w that can appear as factors in (01~) DL~ ,..., a,)*. 
Consequently, as w runs through L(M)/O, there is only a finite number of 
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elements in M/5, not containing w, appearing as factors of u,Wwq or z*,Wwv, . 
It follows that the ideal J generated be all the elements of M/61, not containing 
w and not appearing as factors of urcijwvr or ur&wv, does not contain @i = 
u,&rwv, and ~a = uzcijzwvl , images of w1 and wa undjer the canonical homo- 
morphism M ---f M/e^. Finally the Rees quotient of iVl/e^ by J is finite. 
Case 2. Suppose w1 = w2 = w. Chose w’ f 04 inL(M). (In case there is 
no such w’, take 6 to be the equality in what follows). Let 5 be a congruence 
on E(M) which separates u from w’ and such that L(M)/0 is iinite. In M/5 
the canonical images of w1 = u,wwv, , wa = U~WWV~ are distinct. 
the ideal] as in case 1 and forming (M/@/J 
efining 
we obtain a finite monoid in which 
the images of w1 and w2 are distinct. 
For monoids with one relation, but without idempotents # 1 i we study the 
residual finiteness on a few examples: 
EXAMPLE 4.6. M = (x, y; xy = y) is residually finite. Since xmyn = y” 
for every m > 0, n > 0, elements of M have the form ypxQ ( p 2 0, 4 3 0) 
with 
(ynxq(y”x”) = yp+?Yn if llz # 0, 
= yP&n if m = 0. 
To separate y PI x nl from y%@ add to the presentation relation the relations 
yk = 0 for some k > max( p, , pa) and xz = xz+i for some 2 > maxjq, , +J. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. M = (x, y; xya = y) is not residually finite: The elements 
y and yxy are distinct in M. But in any finite monoid, the relation ,1c-y2 = y 
implies y = yxy. To prove this, suppose y” = yn with m > n and TZ minimal. 
In case n > 2, xy”y”-” = ~y~y”-~ implies (with xy2 = y) y”-r = yn--l, 
contradicting the minimality of n. If 11 = 1 from y” = y we deduce 
xy”y”-2 = xy or y-1 = xy. It follows y” = y = y3cy. Similarly if 92 = 0, 
ym = 1 together with xy2 = y imply y = yxy. Consequently y and yccy 
cannot be separated by a congruence on M of finite index. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. M = (x, y; yxy = x) is residually finite. By Corollary 1 f 
Chapter II of Cl], M is isomorphic to the submonoid generated by the positive 
powers of the generators in the group G with the same presentation. Com- 
puting the descending central series of G it is easily seen that G (and thus M) 
is residually finite. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. M = (x, y; yxa = xay) is residually finite. In contrast 
with the preceding example, M is also embeddable in the group G admitting 
the same presentation as M, but G is not residually finite (see [4]). To prove 
residual finiteness of M, one uses a technique similar to that of Example 4.6. 
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